A particle-in-cell simulation method is shown effective in modeling strongly coupled plasmas, exhibiting good energy conservation properties and good resolution of the dust-particle interaction. For coupling parameters of order unity, the simulation dust particles exhibit Debye shielding on the spatial scale of the dust Debye length. When initialized with a large coupling parameter, the dust particles do not organize themselves into a crystalline structure as expected, but instead are scattered by the presence of substantial electrostatic wave activity. Liquid-like or crystal-like correlations among the dust particles occur only when annealing is imposed. [S0031-9007(97) Dusty plasmas, ubiquitous in space as well as in the laboratory, present new challenges for plasma physicists because they exhibit collective dynamics heretofore unknown in standard weakly coupled plasmas. For instance, a particularly interesting property of these plasmas, seen in several experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] , is the ability of the dust particles (or particulates), under some conditions, to "crystallize," that is, organize themselves into an ordered spatial structure.
PACS numbers: 52.25.Vy, 52.25.Kn, 52.65.Rr Dusty plasmas, ubiquitous in space as well as in the laboratory, present new challenges for plasma physicists because they exhibit collective dynamics heretofore unknown in standard weakly coupled plasmas. For instance, a particularly interesting property of these plasmas, seen in several experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] , is the ability of the dust particles (or particulates), under some conditions, to "crystallize," that is, organize themselves into an ordered spatial structure.
The coupling parameter for dust grains, which represents the ratio of the average (unshielded) Coulomb potential energy to the average kinetic energy, is defined as 1͞3 is the average interdust grain distance. In many dusty plasmas, due to the large charge of dust particles, the coupling parameter G d can be of the order of unity and often much larger. These dusty plasmas are strongly coupled, in contrast with weakly coupled plasmas for which the coupling parameter of the constituent charged particles is much less than unity.
The weak-coupling approximation is perhaps the most fundamental approximation in plasma kinetic theory, so much so that it is identified as a defining property of plasmas and frequently referred to as the "plasma approximation." It enables the truncation of the BBGKY (Bogolyubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon) hierarchy, and provides a systematic basis for the derivation of the Vlasov equation, the starting point for most kinetic treatments of plasma waves. It also underlies the test-particle superposition principle on which theoretical studies of fluctuations and radiation are generally based. Most theorists involved in dusty plasma research, while fully aware that the dust particles are strongly coupled, have continued to rely on the weak-coupling approximation and the Vlasov equation in making predictions for new wave phenomena in dusty plasmas. An interesting example is the electrostatic dust-acoustic wave that was predicted theoretically [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and observed subsequently in laboratory experiments [11] [12] [13] .
The question of the validity of the Vlasov equation for dusty plasmas which violate the weak-coupling approximation cannot be answered definitively unless we understand the nature of Debye shielding and particle correlations in such plasmas. It is fairly common for dusty plasmas to have many electrons, ions, and dust particles in an electron or ion Debye sphere [of radius l De,i ͑e 0 T e,i ͞n e,i e 2 ͒ 1͞2 ͔, but less than one particle in a dust Debye sphere [of radius
͔. This is most likely the case for experiments reported in [12] and [13] . It is fairly clear that, on time scales short compared with the dust plasma time scale (ϳ2pv 21 pd , where v pd is the dust plasma frequency), the charges behave as in the standard plasma in which Debye shielding will extend to a distance of l De on the electron plasma time scale ͑ϳ2pv 21͞2 on the ion time scale. What is not so obvious is what happens to the dusty plasma on time scales on the order of, or much longer than, the dust plasma time scale. It has been suggested in [14] that on these rather long time scales, if the dust particles are strongly coupled but far from being annealed or crystallized, the correct shielding distance is ͑l [12] and [13] , it is proposed in [14] that the dust Debye length l Dd should be the correct shielding scale length. This is a surprising and somewhat paradoxical result, because under these circumstances there is less than one dust particle in a dust Debye length, and the very notion of shielding would appear to be questionable.
These fundamental considerations regarding Debye shielding have significant implications not only for the collective behavior of dusty plasmas but also for onecomponent plasmas (OCP) [15] in the strongly coupled regime. An OCP at thermodynamic equilibrium is characterized completely by the dimensionless coupling constant G ϵ Z 2 e 2 ͞4pe 0 aT (where Ze is the charge, a is the so-called Wigner-Seitz radius, and T is the temperature). It is well known that, in the weak-coupling limit G ø 1, the two-particle correlation function in such an OCP exhibits exponential decay with distance.
However, for G of the order unity or higher, Monte Carlo simulations of the two-particle correlation function in an OCP exhibit strong deviations from exponential decay: They exhibit short-range spatial order and become oscillatory with slowly decaying tails. This type of behavior is in sharp contrast with the behavior obtained in [14] where it is claimed that a strongly coupled, dusty plasma that has not been annealed can continue to exhibit a correlation function that decays exponentially with distance under quasisteady conditions.
In this Letter, we use a one-dimensional (1D) particlein-cell (PIC) simulation to investigate Debye shielding and two-particle correlations in strongly coupled dusty plasmas. Other published simulations have relied on variants of the molecular dynamics method, with antecedents in chemical physics (see, for instance, [16] and other citations therein). It is assumed in these simulations that the potential distribution around a given dust particle is of the screened Coulomb (or Yukawa) type, with the Debye length given by ͑l 22
21͞2 . This form of the potential does not address the role that other dust particle dynamics may be playing in shielding and influencing the nature of the screened Coulomb potential. Our PIC simulations suggest that the dust Debye length does indeed play a significant role. Furthermore, we find that exponential decay of two-particle correlation functions persists in the regime G d ϳ 1 for dusty plasmas, and that there are serious dynamical constraints on how and when the crystallization of dust particles can occur.
The simulations are conducted using a standard 1D, unmagnetized, electrostatic PIC code. The method as applied here is uniquely suited for our problem. The background plasma is modeled efficiently and self-consistently in a manner now traditionally associated with the PIC method, while the dust simulation particles are considered to correspond one to one to actual dust particles and are followed with reasonable accuracy.
Only dust particles and ions are followed; electron dynamics are omitted because the shielding effects of electrons are qualitatively the same as that of ions. Our goal here is not to attempt an accurate representation of all possible waves in a electron-ion-dust plasma, but to study qualitatively the nature of shielding and correlation properties of a dusty plasma whose particulates do not satisfy the plasma approximation.
Our first concern in conducting these simulations was that the smoothing properties of the PIC method introduced by the simulation grid might result in important errors in the dust particle trajectories. Instead of calculating the electric field directly from Coulomb's law, the PIC method linearly weights the particle charges to the grid, where Poisson's equation is solved. The resulting electric field is then linearly extrapolated from the grid back to the particles. In 1D, these charges are infinite planes oriented perpendicular to the simulation direction, implying that the electric field on either side of a given source charge is constant. The process of linear weighting of the charge to the grid thus results in no change whatever to the electric field anywhere on the grid, except at the two nearest grid points. Similarly, the constancy of the electric field implies that, when the grid electric field is linearly weighted to the particles, no error is made, except within the cell containing the source charge and possibly the two nearest neighbor cells. It may be reasonably argued, then, the only source of error is that occurring on the scale of the grid spacing. A useful simulation should therefore have this spacing at least as small as the shortest wavelength of interest, which in our case is the dust Debye length l Dd . We satisfy this criterion by a comfortable margin in the simulations discussed below. The validity of this argument is supported by tests which show that total energy is typically conserved to one part in 7000 and that no important modifications to the result occur as the gird spacing is varied.
Another source of possible concern is the use of a 1D code which does not permit geometric orbit effects, such as the bending of particles around one another, present in higher dimensions [17, 18] . Nevertheless, study of the one-dimensional case should provide significant insight into the problem since crystallization and Debye shielding, two fundamental effects, do exist in one dimension and operate in a manner analogous to their higher-dimensional counterparts.
We initialize the simulations with overall charge neu-
In the first series of simulations, we hold the following parameters fixed: 5 3 10 4 ions, mass ratio m d ͞ m i 25 000, system length 2048Dx with the grid spacing Dx l Di ͞40, v pi Dt 5 3 10 23 , where Dt is the time step, and y thi Dt͞Dx 0.2, where y thi is the ion thermal speed. We carry out seven simulations, varying the number of dust particles from 16 to 1000. The surface charge density of each dust particle is held constant, so that the dust plasma frequency varies as v pd 0.1͑N pd ͞ 250͒ 1͞2 v pi , where N pd is the total number of simulation dust particles. The simulations are run over times varying from 200v 21 pi for the runs with the largest number of particles to 800v 21 pi for the smallest number of particles. The simulations are initialized with the dust thermal speed y thd 0.01y thi . However, in each of our simulations, the dust particles heat substantially in the first few ion plasma times. The heating is caused by the very considerable electrostatic fields produced by the small number, large charge, and random spatial distribution of the dust particles. In Fig. 1 , we show plots of a d , l Dd , and l Di , both initial and actual, as functions of N dp for the seven simulation runs. (The "actual" values refer to those obtained following initial transients, including transient heating.) Note that the heating displaces the l Dd (actual) curve substantially over the l Dd (initial) curve. Note also that the ions heat as well, but much less so than the dust because the initial ion Debye length (which is the same for every run) is initially much larger than the inter-ion spacing. We study Debye shielding by monitoring the function C f ͑j͒ ϵ R dx r d ͑x͒f͑x 1 j͒, where r d ͑x͒ is the dust particle density and f͑x͒ is the electrostatic potential. The function C f ͑j͒ shows what the potential looks like, on average, around the dust particles. We also monitor the two-particle dust density correlation function C r d ͑j͒ ϵ R dx r d ͑x͒r d ͑x 1 j͒, which shows how surrounding dust particles distribute themselves, on average, around any given dust particle. Both functions C f and C r d are plotted at regular intervals and time averaged over the plotting interval. Figure 2 shows the time history C f for a detailed run with l Di 80Dx, v pd 0.1v pi , and, initially, l Dd 8Dx and a d ͞l Dd 2.05. Early in the simulation ͑t , 5v 21 pi ͒, the potential function averaged over time ͑5v 21 pi ͒ shows the standard V-shaped potential structure, referred to as the "notch." The notch at these early times extends out to a distance of about 6l Di . This is the shielding one expects from ions, with the shielded potential given by f͑x͒ 2͑s T l Di ͞2e 0 ͒ exp͑2jxj͞l Di ͒, where s T is the surface charge of the test particle. Later, however, the notch extends only to about 6l Dd , which is much smaller in magnitude than l Di . A movie of dust particle trajectories in phase space shows not only that dust particles are repelled by a particular dust particle after they have penetrated to a distance of closest approach, but also that passing particles flow through the shielding region. The cumulative contribution of these moving dust particles produces shielding on the scale of the dust Debye length.
Outside the spatially localized notch or shielding region, there is considerable time dependence in the function C f which is mostly due to large-amplitude wave activity. The "wings" of the function C f outside of the localized notch exhibit a flapping motion in time, as can be imagined from snapshots of the envelope shown in Fig. 2 . A long time average of C f shows that while the dust shielding region significantly shields the potential field of the test dust particle, the effect is not complete. The remaining shielding is performed by the ions on the ion Debye scale length. This effect may be seen in Fig. 2 by considering the average of the potential profiles in the "flapping" region. The average lies significantly above the end points of the notch.
We can also make shielding measurements from the dust density correlation function C r d . These profiles are shown in Fig. 3 , time averaged over the last half of each run. For runs with 16 (not shown) and 32 particles, there are on average very few dust particles near any given dust particle, so the data are fairly noisy, despite an average over 80 000 time steps ͑400v 21 pi ͒. Nevertheless, we are able to make some significant observations. First, the width of the dust depletion region around a test dust particle scales nearly the same way with N dp that the notch in the average potential does. That the width of the shielding region, determined here by the locus of the depletion region in C r d , is significantly less than l Di for some strongly coupled cases is even more evident in a good example of this: a d is slightly less than l Dd , yet the shielding distance is O͑l Dd ͒ ø l Di .
It is striking that none of the simulations discussed to this point show the development of spatial correlations or order characteristic of annealed OCPs at thermodynamic equilibrium, despite the fact that the simulations are initialized with values of G d larger than unity. Being initialized far from thermodynamic equilibrium, the system shows no tendency to crystallize; instead, as described earlier, the particle discreteness generates large plasma waves which quickly heat the particles, lowering G d . As shown in Fig. 3 , the correlation functions of the strongly coupled dust particles show a clear tendency to decay exponentially with distance, as suggested in [14] .
Under what conditions then does the system crystallize? We find that it is possible to induce crystallization in our system through an annealing process in which kinetic energy is extracted from the dust particles by adding a velocity-dependent damping term to the dust particle momentum equation. When a damping coefficient of n 0.25v pi is applied for time 32v 21 pi at the beginning of the 250-particle run, the liquid-like correlation function shown in Fig. 4 is obtained. If damping is applied for a longer period, the dust particles settle down to 1D crystalline structure, equidistant from each other.
We conclude with a summary of our findings. The time-averaged screening length around the dust particles scales like l Dd , not only in the weakly coupled regime, but also in the (moderately) strongly coupled regime a d ͞l Dd ϳ 1. We are unable to realize the strongly coupled regime a d ͞l Dd ¿ 1 without introducing annealing, because even if we initialize the simulation in this regime with randomly distributed dust particles, the dust particle population is quickly heated by the accompanying largeamplitude wave fields until the condition a d ͞l Dd ϳ 1 is recovered. In the regime a d ͞l Dd ϳ 1, the two-particle correlation function exhibits exponential decay with distance, with a considerable fraction of the system energy still residing in the waves. Whether this tendency also FIG. 4. Dust two-particle correlation function C rd ͑j͒ for the 250-particle run with velocity damping n 0.25v persists in the regime a d ͞l Dd ¿ 1 in the absence of annealing, as suggested in [14] , remains an open question.
According to our simulations, the dust in dusty plasmas with random initial conditions cannot crystallize, since without annealing, there is no way for the dust particles to expel the entropy with which they are started. Of further interest is the fact that the amount of heating that actually takes place appears to be close to the minimum amount necessary to prevent liquid-like or crystal-like ordering. When a modest amount of annealing is performed, shortrange spatial order does emerge.
Neither a parameter such as G d nor a d ͞l Di is enough to determine, by itself, whether crystallization will occur. For example, the value of G d [or its equivalent ͑a d ͞l Dd ͒ 2 ] is not nearly as large for our annealed 250-particle run as it is for the 16-or 32-particle annealed runs; yet the former crystallizes and the latter do not. Also, the annealed 250-particle run and the unannealed 500-particle run have similar values of a͞l Di , yet the former crystallizes while the latter does not.
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